SECULAR HUMANISM and EUCHARISTIC HUMANISM
SM
The rainbow’s arc is a cathedral dome bathing life in prismic colors, inspiring imagination. Faith is red; Hope is amber; Love is green. Purple is the lowering sky in sea substance; darkness unsettles; light on traffic ways shows purpose.
A poem is a leaf on the POETREE; the tree is in the leaf as the tide is in the wave, as
humanity, in the person. No poem is more complete than a tree, but it takes deciduous
you to make complete the tree.
The contrast between tolerating differences and embracing them is the contrast between
secular humanism and Eucharistic Humanism. Jesus exemplified and taught Eucharistic
Humanism, mindful (intentional) symbiosis; secular humanism is physical (intensional)
symbiosis. Eucharistic Humanism is Justified Living. The difference is perspective: the
double lens focus of faith and reason enlightens justified living in bi-focal perspective.
Reason alone, absent faith, is one dimensional.

TRUTH-SEEKING in Education
The polyphonic universe sings life into being. Life’s diverse textures originate in the
harmonics of cosmic polyphony. We take for granted the wonders of the cultural
spectrum, even more so, the wonders of the electromagnetic spectrum. The better we
understand harmonic inheritance, the better we appreciate ourselves; and being
comfortable with ourselves puts others at ease. Best communication happens in comfort
zones. Nothing happens except for communication, with communication everything
happens. Communication is the beginning resonance of Justified Living; conscience is
Justified Living’s harmony—LOVE; consciousness is the bridge.
Justification is inner dialogue of ourself with our self. When we dialog inside self-consciousness we talk to the universe, and it answers. Nature responds to discord, teaching
good from evil. Conversion from evil is after-life wisdom that rights wrongful perspectives. Whit, will and wisdom harmonize good from evil; regenerative life iterates lessons
learned from the past.

Non-discriminatory DNA
Born white by culture, black natur’ly by nurture, I finger the soil.
Personal redemption is bifocal vision of faith and reason, religion and enlightenment,
woman and man. Mere tolerance of difference is non-redemptive. Except one embraces
differences in respect for others, little redemption, little justification occurs. Embrace
difference; choose Justified Living.

